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CD
expand a student's insights and refine his. PercePtion. r'or

, .

CO
this reason ,. awareness training should play a.major role in an

r-q
r-1 oral interpreter's conditioning. It is; after all, a developed
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",,wareness'ilraining and the oral Interpre,ter"

(by Teri rwal Gamble and A.chfiel ',i. Gamble)

One major goarof a course in oral interpretation is to

awareness t:'.at allows thim-s to affect-rIn permitting hiiTto be
LLJ

r

.

sonsi.tive to stimuli, and ena.blin.him to fe61.

The ,once"nt of :'wareness

..ecently some attention has been focused on concept'

of awareness and the seed we haVe to develop the sensory

perception and to sharpen the sensoryantennae" of our students. 1

However, even'a.cursory, examination of standard oral interpre-

tation refere;Zes reveals that these sources are still greatly

deficient in explaining either the whys or the ways that this

objective may be realized. pwareness training for-the oral
A

interpreter has all 'A't been ignored by basic textbooks in the

field. Acc'ordingly, the purpose ofthis article is to explore

a rationale for.inc'orporating awareness development into an oral

interpreter's training. student of interpretation should be

encouraged to store what,he ,discovers during this initial phase.

of his study in his silo of experience; the Puller each student's

silo becpmes the easier it will be for him to apply his under-

stavi,ing to *subsequent performance situations. Just as an actor's

training today rarely begins with scene study, neither should an

2.
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.oral reader's trainiry begin with litera-ture. Just as it is

consYered perfectly nor2tal anLinecessary for.the musician to

warm-up by playing. scales before tackling compleeworks, so

$should it be `considered normal, and necessary for the.iterre- .

fer to warm-uo before tckl4ng difficult selections. The

interretation of literature is considered here a5 the culmin
.

ation of the interpretive artist's work and training, not the

beginnin-,. Thus, interpretation practicioners may eflectively

Vorro\, fro: what those in the actIrc: and 71usic professions nave

already realized, and may gain by aplying their practices to

interpreter preoaration.

:n order to be an effective reader the oral interpreter

needs to develop three basic types of awareness: an awareness

of external events, an awareness of internal eventsr.and an

awareness of imaginary events. .,ork in external'awareness

will help the student to deVelop an appreciation of the fact

that he is a :iultisensory creature who is continually making

contact with a sutroundin,,, evnironmeni. ..ork in internal

awareness will function to stimulate the student:s interior

channels so that he will be able to process this awakened

exten-lal throurh his own physical and psychic

being. -s an interpreter he will be urged to develop an acute

perception of how the outside world affects him, including how

his actual sensory contacts with the surrounding,environment

make nim feel cognitively,emotiqnally, and.'physicalay. These

two basic typds of knowledge are then joined to allow him to

'3
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aohieve-the,core of his art --imaEinary awareness. , fully

dqveloped,imaginTI:cy awareness means that the ntei has

mastered the techniques whi:A will permit him to'perceiv'e she

"metaworlds" of literature.
2

This theory is supported by ;he

fact that "the sensory apparatus mediates between the more

internal on4.oin,.:: activities of the organism and the events

t outside it. "3 Thus, as Bacon believes, the reader is, in

reality, an environrr.ent in which a piece of literature is placed,

and which it mist draw the ener;ies that give it life. Tn

effect, we are su-7:-_,estini that She instruct6r mvt work with

thestudent in order to perfect this environment.

2 re instructor Can help prepare, 'an interpreter by working .

to extend. is appreciation beyond the actual, beyond the here

and row. He can train and ready the student by -seriously working

to develop in him an awareness of imagined images and imagined

objects; in this way the student becomes conscious of the fact

that sensory Stimuli need not be Present to affect him; he will

realize that the r:ealm of fictive creation is also rich in

sensory appeals. Gnce the instructor accornlishes this,/the

student will then be able to open kj.inself to imaginary experience.

He will then be in an excellent position to receive, process sand

interpret literature.

A
A ',,forking :.,oriel of ,wa..eness

The model describes what we believe to be the three main

foci of the developing interpreter. As can be seen the three

Awareness Layers overlap each other so that growth in one area

4
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ot'mulates :-rowth in another area. .zy concentrating and working

on each succ,-i,e-ling- layer, the interpreter will be ableto
-f

cacv.lre the vital orincicle of his art--or what we have termed -

. A imaginary awareness.

beveLeptrrr 04n504),.`r
Te_ce p""-r and- CI 0/M(7i-1(1416)

C-pOr e.c . a* 0-c
wer Ids

Corlitive.lembitonaja
0 nd_. si Qo L response,

;.s noted by Post, it isup to the teadher to move the

student closer to the .artist by increasing the range, the

delicacy, and the.connections the :student is able to make

'between the different elements of h4. experience. 5 It is 1.1p

to-the instructorlo find or create experiences that will

function c'atalystifcally'and. precipitate student performance

abilitiesi The teachin,7 strategy we call for provides for. this.

r Hierarchy of ?..esconse Levels

1 Ultimately the "metawbrld" of liteAture will be the
,?.
,t . . ,

world to ler..i.c1-; the' interpreter responds; we contend, however,

that,he must first be ableto respond to the world in which he

lives. Before tie student is asked to take the time to see,

hear, taste,, smell,'touch, hove and feel as the words of an

author direct, he must first be able.to see, hear, taste, smell,

touch, move and feel in the reb.1 world. if the student is to
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1

develop' the power to elicit imagined sensory perceptions in his

audience, he mist first'be able to evoke sensory perceptions in

hitsplf. Ineeed,--as Bacon notes, " developed,sens.9ry apparatus

. -

is.a 'prerequisite to effective interpretation:
6 Thus, as in-.

sti-uctors, we should initially work to create in our students

aynsitivity or a readineSs to receive the sensory responses

evoked by literary works. The degree to which-the literature

its-ima,Tery will be effectively performed and transferred is

dePenr'ent not only on the author's reservoir Of experience as

pointed out by Lee,
7
but on the in reservoir of

experience as well. Lccord,ingly, the instructor should employ

classroom exercises and methods that will 'enable, studentsl'to

develop their responses to literaturd.

drily when the interpreter can respond internally to

actual external forces will he be able to,sustain imaginary

awareness for the period of time that a performance in this 'art

fur: requires. Consequently, a course la-, oral interpretation

needs to be viewed from a double perspective: instructors and

.practicioners need to realize that interpretation develops

peopler-kt the same time as' it develops readers. Theart develops

people because it helps to precipitate their self knowledCe and
I

to increase their experiential caiNties.
2

In improvisation for
,

the Theatrp, Viola 3polin argues for this position when she

states that "it is entirely possible that what is calldd talented

behavior is simply a greater individual capacity for experiencing.
"9

1:.nd as Brian Way finds) fully developed people seldom turn out
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to be unirlterestinEpeo.ple. :;either will they turn out to be

.

:-uninterestInc- interpreters.

v.ind--3ense-20ody

the outset ofhis experiences with oral interpretation,
.

. .

the student should be'prim'arily involved with discdvering and
.. -

exPlorin his own resources. , .-hs necessitates work in tra'in-
.

in the five senses, the physical Self, as well az,the imagina-

tion. addition,,all of these factOrs a ;Le to sgme extent de-
,_. A

---,..

pendent upon the develorment of the student'syncentratIon.
O

.7n &trier words, the `training we foresee for the 'oral interpreter

is somewhat similar to the training qrotowski believed necessary

for the actor.
11

.r de envision the course operating, in part, as a- "scalpel"

which will,allow.the student to open himself, to. transcend him-.
. _

I

self and then to find the resources' hidden within 'himself. iv

opening the studept to experience the instructor is doing more

than equipping the student with skills in the traditional sense;

rather,-he is also working with the student to eradicate his per-

ceptual blocks. The instructor may use three basic techniques
*

to bring ?Joout this development, :pie may employ kinesiologic

approaches, paralinguistic strategies, and sense - memory methods.

//

By using exercises based on the theory of these three fields

the instr will enable the student to harness his physical

resources so that they may help him to express literature,'and

his sensory,capacities so that they may help him to experienpe

s.

'literature. kfter engaging in such an exercise program the

A

student may be reborn not only as a profiPlen Interpreternterpreter

but also as a perton.

t.
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The following model illustrates the/environment-mind-

sense-tody .

eovrNaL
"crt 011:.%0-

Nopper,6

.
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demonstrated in the diagram, our Program asks the inter-

preter to develop a condition of aliveness to his environment

::.appening--sensory Impact), a keen sensory response

to this happening (Internal Impact and Respohse), as well as

an awareness of what this specific response causes him to fell

and do (External Response). In other words, we'are suggesting_

that the oral interpreter's understanding of all stimuli needs-

to spring from within; it should be organic.

It is noteworthy tha,"'f, like the actor, thee interpreter's

instrument is also his gwn self--his voice, ,his body, his will

and his imagination.-
12'

=eccordingly, like the actor; thee

interpreter needs to be able to determine all the probl'ems of

his'instrument--all of its weaknesses and all of its strengths.

,wareness training is advocated with just this purpose in mind.

Indeed, if interpretation is "the art of communicating to an

audience a work of literaryeartin its intellectual, emotional

and aesthetic entirety, "13
then we, must first educate the indi-

vidual to be able toll() this, We, must aid him in developing his

14
potentials of self. Fbr this reason, external and internal



awareness ou:ht to be trained prior to imaginary awareness. The

interpreter needs to be able to draw on each of these qualities

E..n.he.approaches a seleted script.

It should be pointed out that awareness exercises out

to to utilized repeatedly through all phases of an oral inter-

preter's training. ?he following statement by 2rian ,ay serves

to reinforce this be,lle;:: ".n analogy might be made with hair

and teeth: without constant and continual attention early'

efforts are Negated. Hair and teeth are tangible so there's

no problem in seeinr clearly the need for constant attention;,

the:five niajor senses are intangible and yet how much more

iMportant they are to the business of living a full, sensitive

and rich life, "15. just as re- reading a good book a number of

times over a -period*of years,w)ens up new vistas and areas for

exploration, a veturh to awareness exercises during various

phases of an oral interpreter's training provides nUmerdus de-

velopmental opportunities. The senses are the interpreter's'

avenues :to appreciation; "he.must continually "journey their

road."

Conclusion

. If the preceding analysis of the oral reader's needs is

accurate, then implementing awareness. training into hiss course

.of study .may' prove one of the most 'productive strategies for

helping him develop his art. As Lee notes, it is obviousthat

in performance the interpreter cannot top-after each image

to be .sure that his audience has had time to see, taste, smell,

9
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touch andhear the literary work's 'accompanying appeals.16

The poirit is that preparatory exercises and conditioning do

allow him to do this. Only after the'oral iriterpretation in-
,

structor has helped each of his'students to establish a solid

ground of iziaginary experiences for himself sla.ould literature

enter the picture. Before he is asked to internalize literature,

I the student must be able'to internalize and physicalize sensory
-

experiences, from his-own life; Through such a progression, the
.

reader will be,able to establish a more-effective congruence

between the metaworld.of the literature and his own inner self.

Lt seems, as 'roger so aptly states, that if an interpreter 4 to

experience literature, he must approach literature with his whole

17
being. To.do this the interpreter must work tic, develop an

alert sensory apparatus and a responsive body. Only then win.

the interpreter be fully ready to meet his script.

1'

10
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-AbStraqt

This paper presents a rationale for incoipoi.ating
. ,t

'awda+less training into an oral interpreter's course of

study. Two, models of th&awareness development, pr,oceis

are introduced in an Worft to/explicate the proposed
.41i!

.

educational strategy.
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